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Organisations possess technology to collect, store and process
vast volumes of data. However, they are often stymied in their
efforts to translate this data into meaningful information that
can be used to improve business processes and decision
making. The cliché, "drowning in data and starving of
information", seems apposite. The reasons are often related
to issues which collectively form an emerging field,
'information quality'. IJIQ covers theories, practices,
strategies, infrastructure, dimensions, modelling and tools
for information quality in modern organisations.
Topics covered include:
• IQ strategy, policies, standards, concepts,
measures, tools
• IQ assessment and verification, theory,
models and methodologies
• Costs of IQ and cost/benefit analysis of IQ
improvements
• Metadata quality problems and managing
information as a product
• Information mapping and information
sharing
• Information quality on the Web and Internet
• IQ in e-government, electronic record
management and e-business
• IQ in data warehousing, data mining and
supply chain management
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• Success factors affecting IQ
• Empirical research and new research
directions in fields of IQ
• IQ applications and case studies
• Corporate household data and customer
data integration
• Data cleansing and reconciliation, data
farming
• Trust, knowledge and society in the IQ
context
• IQ education and curriculum development
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